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[57] ABSTRACT 

Methods for spatially separating ac and dc electric 
fields in which materials are used having characteris 
tics as dielectrics to the ac ?elds and as conductors to 
the dc ?elds. The apparatus for separating the ?elds 
utilizes homogeneous materials of moderate to high 
resistivity. The method is applied to the separation of 
fringe ?elds near the ends of quadrupole mass filters 
for the purpose of improving the ef?ciency of ejection 
and transmission of ions in mass filter devices. 

19 Claims, 7 Drawing Figures 
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METHODS AND APPARATUS FOR SPATIAL 
SEPARATION OF AC AND DC ELECTRICAL 

FIELDS WITH‘ APPLICATION .TO FRINGE FIELDS 
IN QUADRUPOLE MASS FILTERS 

BACKGROUND TO THE INVENTION 

The quadrupole mass filter of W. Paul et al. de 
scribed in U.S. Pat. No. 2,939,952, issued June 7, 1960, 
consists of four substantially parallel hyperbolic sheet 
electrodes (or cylindrical rods), symmetrically dis 
posed about an axis. Opposite rods are electrically con 
nected. On one pair of electrically connected oppo 
sitely disposed electrodes a dc voltage, U, and an ac 
voltage of amplitude, V, are placed. On the other pair 
of electrically connected oppositely disposed elec 
trodes identical voltages, except having an electrical 
polarity opposite to the ?rst pair, are placed. With 
proper settings of the dc voltage and the amplitude of 
the ac voltages, ions of a given charge-to-mass ratio 
have stable trajectories and oscillate about the axis 
whereby they do not collide with the electrodes; ions of 
other than the given charge-to-mass ratio are on unsta 
ble trajectories whereby they strike the electrodes. If 
ions are injected along the axis of the electrode struc 
ture, those with the given charge-to-mass ratio do not 
strike the electrodes and emerge from the opposite end 
of the electrode structure; however, ions with other 
than the given charge-to-mass ratio are accelerated in 
the transverse directions so that they collide with the 
electrodes and therefore do not emerge from the oppo 
site end of the electrode structure. In this manner, the 
electrode structure functions as an ion “mass ?lter.” 
As noted in U.S. Pat. No. 3,129,327 to W. M. Bru 

baker of Apr. 14, 1964, an ion entering the electrode 
structure must pass through fringe ?elds near and be 
yond the end of the electrode structure. The ions must 
also pass through a similar fringe field in emerging from 
the opposite end of the electrode structure. As pointed 
out in the aforesaid patent of W. M. Brubaker, the ratio 
of the dc ?eld strengths to ac ?eld strength in the fringe 
?elds are the same as in the electrode structure itself. 
Also, as disclosed in the aforesaid patent, an ion of the 
given charge-to-mass ratio, which is stable within the 
electrode structure proper, is on an unstable trajectory 
when it is in the fringe fields. Thus, although an ion 
would be stable within the electrode structureproper, 
it may not be received in the electrode structure proper 
due to its unstable trajectory in the fringe ?elds. This 
greatly reduces the transmission of ions of a given 
charge-to-m ass ratio due to their rejection while within 
the fringe ?elds. ' 

U.S. Pat. No. 3,129,327 further teaches that the ion 
trajectories can be stabilized on passage through the 
fringe fields providedrthat the ratio of the dc voltage 
(U) to the ac voltage amplitude (V) is reduced to a 
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lower value than appropriate for use within the elec- _ 
trode structure proper. The aforesaid patent indicates 
several ways in which this can be accomplished in the 
case of quadrupole mass ?lters which have conven 
tional metal electrodes. But the patent does not address 
itself to the broader problem of spatial separation of ac 
and dc ?elds emanating from the same metallic elec 
trodes. ' 

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION 

The present invention relates to spatial separation of 
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2 
?elds emanating from electrodes, wherein such ?elds 
are produced from superpositions of the dc and time 
varying voltages placed on the electrodes. More partic 
ularly, the specific application involved herein relates 
to fringe ?elds produced in the vicinity of ends of the 
electrode structure of a quadrupole mass ?lter. 
Although the speci?c apparatus to which the meth 

ods and structure taught herein are applied is a quadru 
pole mass ?lter, the invention can be utilized in other 
devices, such as pulsed power devices, wherein from 
electrodes which carry both do and time-varying volt 
ages it is desirable to have ?elds which are separated in 
space. 
For an understanding of the invention, reference is 

made to the fundamental equations describing electro 
magnetic ?elds known as Maxwell’s equations. Using 
these equations for electric fields, it may be derived, for 
the electric ?eld, EE, within a medium having a dielec 
tric constant, e, a magnetic permeability, 1.1., and an 
electricaLconductivity, 0', that: 

V2E = (ye/c2) ([82E/8t2] + [41r0/e] [SE/8H) 2. 
where c is the velocity of light (3 X 10"’ cm/sec). 
Any time-varying ?eld-can be described in terms of 

a Fourier integral or series representation, in which a 
component of this representation will have a form of: 

I? Eei “U 3. 
where E, describes the spatial part of the ?eld and 
the temporal part is given by eiw', where r is the 
time, and m = 21rf, where f is the frequency in 
Hertz, and i is the square root of —l. 

By substitution of equation (3) in equation (2), the 
following results: 

From the foregoing, it will be understood that for ma 
terials'and frequencies wherein 4rro'lwe is very much 
less than unity, the second term in the parenthesis in 
equation (4) can be neglected in comparison to the 
?rst term in parenthesis and, accordingly, the material 
effectively acts as a dielectric material. If the same 
quantity, 41r0/we, is very much greater than unity, the 
material acts as a conductor. Thus, at sufficiently high 
frequencies, the material acts as a dielectric material 
whereas the same material acts as a conductor at lower 
frequencies, including the dc case, with a frequency of 
zero. 7 _ 

It is well known from the theory of electromagnetism 
(see: J. D. JACKSON, CLASSICAL ELECTRODY 
NAMICS, 1962, John Wiley & Sons, or other standard 
texts) that at the interface between a vacuum and a di 
electric material there must be mathematical continu 
ity of thevector component of the electrical ?eld which 
is tangential to the surface of the interface, and also 
mathematical continuity of the product of the vector 
component of the electric ?eld normal to the interface 
and the dielectric’ constant ‘of the medium. This implies 
that there is a slight change of direction of an electric 
?eld in going from vacuum into a material with a di 
electric constant greater than unity and a further slight 
change in direction in emerging from the material into 
vacuum on the other side of the material. Such changes 
of direction are illustrated in CLASSICAL ELECTRO 
DYNAMICS, Supra, FIG. 4.7, page 113. There is also 
a reduction of the strength of the ?eld which occurs in 
side the dielectric material and a corresponding 
strengthening of the ?eld in the vacuum adjacent to the 
dielectric material. For purposes of the present inven' 
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tion, the important point is that the presence of a piece 
of dielectric material in a region otherwise occupied by 
vacuum causes only a minimal change in the shape and 
?eld strength relative to what would exist had the di 
electric material not been placed there. It thus follows 
that materials, which have the proper ratio of conduc 
tivity to dielectric constant for ?elds of a given fre 
quency wherein the material functions as a dielectric 
only slightly distort the fields relative to that which 
would be present if such material were not present. 

It is known from the theory of electromagnetism that 
when conductors are present, electric ?eld lines must 
terminate at the surfaces of conductors with the direc 
tion of the field being perpendicular to the interface be 
tween the conducting material and the vacuum. It fol 
lows that a hollow tube of conducting material placed 
in an electric ?eld shields against the electric ?eld, pro 
vides a field free space within the tube and at the same 
time substantially distorts fields outside and adjacent to 
the tube. Thus, as utilized in the present invention, 
placement of a tube or similar shape of material which 
conducts electricity substantially distorts the ?elds and 
leave no fields within the tube itself. Accordingly, it fol 
lows that a tube of material which acts as a dielectric 
to the ac ?elds but as a conductor to the dc ?elds of a 
quadrupole mass filter minimally distorts the ac ?elds 
and the ac fields are thus received without substantial 
distortion within the interior of the tube, whereas the 
tube completely excludes dc ?elds from its interior. 
Thus, a tube or other con?guration of a material with 
the proper dielectric constant and electrical conductiv 
ity achieves a spatial separation of the ac and dc fringe 
?elds which would otherwise exist coincidentin space 
if the tube were not present. 
Typical quadrupole mass ?lters have ac voltages at 

frequencies of about 106 Hz (w of the order of 107 sec 
'1) superposed on dc ?elds. According to the theory, 
materials with dielectric constants of the order of ten 
should act effectively as dielectrics if their conductivi 
ties are substantially less than about l07 electrostatic 
units. In more conventional notation, materials act as 
dielectrics if their resistivities are very much higher 
than about 105 ohm-cm. Such materials are considered 
to be “leaky dielectrics,” and are available in known 
ceramics and ferrite materials. ' 

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS 

The invention is illustrated in preferred embodiments 
applied to quadrupole mass ?lters, in which: 
FIG. la diagrammatically illustrates the effect of a 

pure dielectric having a tube form inserted into a mass 

?lter; 
FIG. lb is similar to FIG. 1a except that thetube is 

composed of an electrically conductive material; 
FIG. 10 is similar to FIGS. 1a and 1b except that the 

material acts as a dielectric to electric ?elds generated 
by the ac voltages and as a conductor to the electric 
?eld from a dc voltage; 
FIG. 2 diagrammatically illustrates an embodiment 

wherein a tube in accordance with the invention is lo 
cated adjacent to but outside of the electrode structure 
of quadrupole mass ?lter; 
FIG. 3 is similar to FIG. 2 except that a funnel or con 

ical member takes theplace of the cylindrical tube; 
FIG. 4 is a perspective view of a further embodiment 

of the invention wherein the material for effecting sep 
aration of the dc and ac generated electric ?elds is in 
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4 
the form of an annulus located at the end of the elec 
trode structure of a quadrupole mass filter; and 
FIG. 5 is a view of an embodiment of the invention 

similar to Figure except that the annulus is replaced by 
a plurality of separated members having dielectric 
characteristics in accordance with the invention. 

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED 
EMBODIMENTS 

Referring now to- FIGS. la, lb, and 1c, FIG. 1a illus 
trates the effect of having a pure dielectric, in the form 
ofa tube 17 extending into a quadrupole ?lter between 
the electrodes at one end thereof, and the change of the 
electric ?eld lines thereby created. Thus, FIG. Ia shows 
two electrodes 11 and 12 of positive and negative po 
larities, respectively, which are adjacent to each other. 
The dot-dash lines designated 14, show the ?elds line 
that would be present if the tube 17 of dielectric mate 
rial (shown in section) were not in place. The solid 
lines designated 15, show the ?eld lines as they are al 
tered by placing tube 17 of pure dielectric material 
mounted on electrode 18 (shown in section) in the po 
sition shown. In practice, the field lines 14 and 15 are 
practically coincident except for slight displacement 
through tube 17 which is exaggerated in the Figure. 
Thus, it is to be understood that the lines 14 and 15 are 
shown separated for clarity. The principal point of this 
?gure is to illustrate that the tube of dielectric material 
distorts the ?eld lines only slightly from the positions 
they would have in the absence of tube 17 of dielectric 
material. , I 

' FIG. lb illustrates the situation where a tube 21 of an 
electrically conducting material is substituted for tube 
17 of dielectric material. The dot-dash lines, designated 
19, show the ?eld lines as exist if the tube were absent, 
and the solid lines 20 illustrate the ?eld lines with con 
ducting tube 21 (shown in section) in place with its end 
away from the mass filter being connected to ground 
through an electrode 18 (shown in section), upon 
which the tube 21 may be mounted. This ?gure illus 
trates that with tube 21 composed of a conducting ma 
terial the ?eld lines are distorted substantially more 
strongly than with'tube 17 of dielectric material and 
that tube 21 excludes fields from the interior of tube 
17. Again, it should be understood that lines 19 and 20 
have been separated for clarity in FIG. lb. Lines 19 do 
not pass through tube 21 and a slight bulge 16 is cre 
ated'in lines 19 near and towards the opening of tube 
21 into the electrode structure 11 and 12. Otherwise 
lines 19 and 20 are practically coincident. 
FIG. 10 shows the situation for fringe ?elds which af 

fect ions received at the end entrance of a quadrupole 
mass ?lter, the mass ?lter electrodes 11 and 12 having 
superposition of ac and dc voltages placed upon them. 
The tube 22 mounted on electrode 18 (shown in sec 
tion) is composed of an appropriate material which 
functions as a dielectric to the ac electric ?eld lines, 
shown as dot-dash lines designated 24 and as a conduc 
tor to the dc electric ?eld lines shown as solid lines des 
ignated 25. The effect of tube 22 is to exclude dc fringe 
?elds within the tube 22 and to move the dc fringe 
?elds as compared to the ac fringe ?elds, which con 
tinue to extend away from the end of the mass ?lter and 
penetrate into the interior region of tube 22. The lines 
24 and 25 are separated in FIG. 10 as in FIGS. la and 
lb. However, with the exceptions noted in describing 
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thel?eld lines shown in such ?gures the ?eld lines are 
otherwise practically coincident. 

In the con?guration shown in FIG. 16, the fact that 
the material is a conductor to dc electricity ensures that 
any ions accidentally striking the interior walls of tube 
22 will have their charge discharged to ground through 
the material itself via electrode 18. Thus, with proper 
selection of materials, the device remains free of charg 
ing which would afflict any normal dielectric material 
of very low conductivity. 

Materials exist which, in addition to having appropri 
ate values of the dielectric constant and suf?ciently 
high resistivities, have magnetic permeabilities suf? 
ciently high as to act as magnetic shields to any stray 
magnetic ?elds which might adversely affect the entry 
of ions through‘the tube and into the mass ?lter. Known 
ferrites constitute an example of such materials. 
As presented heretofore, the tube of FIG. 1c is de 

scribed as a tube of uniform homogeneous material 
with the appropriate values for the dielectric constant, 
magnetic permeability and electrical conductivity. 
The invention is not restricted to a geometry shown 

in FIG. 10. A modi?cation of this invention, which 
places a tube 27 mounted on electrode 18 (shown in 
section) entirely outside the quadrupole mass filter 
electrode structure 11 and 12, is illustrated in FIG. 2. 
FIG. 3 shows another modi?cation which uses a cone 

or funnel member 29 mounted on electrode 18 (shown 
in section) of the leaky dielectric material placed so 
that the point of the cone extends toward or into the 
electrode structure 11 and 12 of the quadrupole mass 
?lter. 
FIG. 4 illustrates a further modi?cation of the inven 

tion as applied to the ion entrance of a quadrupole 
mass ?lters, wherein mounted on electrode 18, an an 
nulus 41 composed of appropriate material is placed at 
the entrance end of the electrode structure of the mass 
?lter with the interior surfaces of the annulus being 
shaped to improve admission of ions through annulus 
41 into the mass ?lter electrode structure 11 and 12. 
FIG. 5 shows still another modi?cation of the inven 

tion, applied to quadrupole mass ?lters, wherein a sin 
gle piece of leaky dielectric material is replaced by two 
or more (shown as four) separate pieces 42 of appro 
priate material, the purpose being to prevent currents 
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which would be generated by the ?elds in a solid piece . 
from producing too much energy dissipation therein, 
there being no restriction on the speci?c shapes of the 
separate pieces of leaky dielectric material as long as 
the desired function is obtained. 
Although FIG. 5 shows the leaky dielectric material 

physically separated from the ends of the poles 11 and 
12 of the quadrupole mass filter, such a physical sepa 
ration is not considered necessary provided that the re 
sistivity of the material is suf?ciently high, that is, in ex 
cess of about 10'3 ohm-cm for a homogeneous material. 
Referring again to the FIG. 10 embodiment, an Extra 

nuclear Laboratories, Inc. Mass Filter, Model 162-8, 
which has as its main electrode (pole) structure a set 
of four parallel rods 11 and 12 of circular cross section, 
measuring about % inch in diameter located so that 
their longitudinal axes lie equidistantly on a circle of 
approximately 1 H32 inch in radius which is perpendic 
ular to said longitudinal axes and having a length of 8 
inches , was used. The tube 22 was composed of mate 
rial known as 11/32 “Ceramag C/l2,” (a carbon 
nickel-zinc ceramic) manufactured by Stackpole Car 
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6 
bon Co., of St. Mary’s, Pa. This material, which has a 
dielectric constant of 10 and a volume resistivity of 3.0 
X 107 ohm-cm, was in the form of a cylindrical tube of 
1/4 inch outside diameter and 1/8 inch inside diameter. 
Tube 22 was mounted in a stainless steel end plate for 
the mass ?lter case, said end plate constituting the 
grounded electrode 18. The distance of end plate 18 
from the ends of poles 11 and 12 was approximately 
0.20 inch. The end of tube 22 (not connected to end 
plate 18) extended a distance of approximately 0.10 
inch into the electrode structure 11 and 12 of the quad 
rupole along its axis, as shown in FIG. 10. The particu 
lar material used had a stated magnetic permeability of 
35. Thus, it provided some shielding of stray magnetic 
?elds from the electric currents used in an ionizer in 
cluded in the instrument, which produce ions by elec 
tron impact ionization of gases, located just outside 
(and away from the rod structure 11 and 12) of the 
mass ?lter. With the arrangement described, a very 
substantial improvement in the performance of the 
quadrupole mass ?lter was obtained. At masses of 
about 200 atomic mass units (AMU) (Mercury ions), 
the mass ?lter showed an improvement in resolution 
going from aboutv 1,500 FWHM (Full-width-half 
maximum) without the tube to about 5,000 FWHM 
within the tube. The sensitivity of the instrument at 
mass 200 was increased by a factor of about 100. With 
out the tube of Ceramag C/l2, the minumum kinetic 
energy of the ions which upon injection to the mass fil 
ter produced satisfactory signals was about 9eV; but 
with the tube in place, ample signals could be obtained 
with an ion kinetic energy of only about 3.0 eV. Thus, 
the presence of the tube at the entrance end of the mass 
?lter enhanced transmission, resolution and reduced 
the minim um ion energy required to use the mass filter. 
At greater masses, such as at the doublet in the spec‘ 
trum of per?uorotributylamine, at 614 and 615 atomic 
mass units, whereas the mass filter used without the 
Ceramag tube installed, was barely capable of fully sep 
arating the two mass peaks, with the tube in place, the 
peaks were fully separated with the ratio of the distance 
between vthe peaks divided by the width of the peaks at 
their base being approximately 5, i.e., a resolution of 
about 6,000 FWHM was achieved, using an ion energy 
of only about 4 eV. This degree of resolution and sensi 
tivity has never before been achieved in the mass quad 
rupole spectrometer technology. 
The same general con?guration was tried using four 

different Extranuclear Laboratories mass ?lters, and 
the same improvement in results were repeated. Using 
three different tubes of the Ceramag material of the 
same dimensions also gave reproducibility of results. 
The experiment was scaled up to use an Extranuclear 
Laboratories Mass'Filter, Model 324-9, which has cir 
cular rods of % inch diameter and length 9 inches. The 
longitudinal axes of the rods are located equidistantly 
apart on a circle perpendicular to said axis which has 
a radius of about 11/16 inch. The Ceramag tube was 
replaced by a further tube of the same material with the 
dimensions approximately doubled. It was found that 
the results were again duplicated, and the results fur 
ther indicated the separation of the mass doublet N2 
and CO, both occurring at nominal mass 28 AMU, with 
a fractional difference of approximately 1 part in 
3,000, and of separation of isotopes of H2, D, D2, He 
and other species in the ?rst four atomic mass units. 
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Addition of a similar tube to the exit end of the mass 
?lter further enhanced the transmission and resolution 
characteristics of the mass ?lters, although it appears 
that the conditions at the entrance end of the mass ?l 
ter are more critical than those at the exit end of the 
mass ?lter. 

In a second con?guration, namely that of FIG. 2, a 
mass ?lter of rod diameter % inch was used. However, 
the Ceramag tube 27 had an outside diameter of ap 
proximately ‘ré inch, so that it could not be inserted 
within the poles 11 and 12 of the mass filter electrode 
structure. The larger diameter tube 27 was placed just 
beyond the ends of the poles 27 of the mass ?lter. The 
presence of tube 27 gave some improvement in the 
characteristics of the mass ?lter’s performance, but the 
improvements were not as great as when the smaller 
tube 22 which inserted into the entrance of poles 11 
and 12 shown in FIG. 1c was used. 
As shown in FIG. 3, the tube of Ceramag material 

was replaced by a cone 29 of the same material. Cone 
29 had a wall thickness of approximately 3/32 inch, an 
aperture opening of approximately 1/a inch diameter, 
and a cone half-angle of approximately 45°. The end of 
cone 29 was approximately coincident with the end of 
poles 11 and 12 of the mass filter. It was found, that 
cone 29 also improved the performance of the mass ?l- - 
ter, but, again not to the extent of the tube 27 arrange 
ment shown in FIG. 1c. 
On the basis of experience with the arrangement dis 

closed with reference to FIGS. 2 and 3, the con?gura 
tion shown in FIG. 1c is considered the preferred em 
bodiment. However, it is anticipated that further con 
?gurations, arrangements, and materials may result in 
further improvements. In particular, the experience 
gained to date suggests that materials with higher mag-, 
netic permeabilities and lower bulk resistivities can be 
used (such as Stackpole Carbon Company’s Ceramag 
material No. C/9), without deleterious effects from _ 
conductive and dielectric heating. Ceramag C/l2 has 
been used rather than a material of lower resistivity to 
avoid problems of excessive heating of‘ the material 
during initial tests of the invention. 

It will be understood by those skilled in the art from 
the foregoing disclosure that the material for separating 
the electrical ?elds may be utilized in shapes other than 
those illustrated and described. For example, in lieu of 
a cylindrical tube 22, a tube having rectangular or 
square cross-sectional configuration may be employed. 
Also, the shape may conform, more or less, to the 
shape of the space at the insertion of the tube between 
the four poles. ' 
Having described my invention, what I claim as new 

and desire to cover by Letters Patent of the United 
States is: 

1. In a method of mass analysis which utilizes a quad 
rupole mass ?lter which comprises the steps of produc 
ing ions, causing the introduction of said ions into the 
space between the poles of the quadrupole mass ?lter, 
and causing the transmission of only those ions- of a se 
lected mass-to-charge ratio through the space between 
said poles, the improvement comprising the use of a 
?eld separation means adjacent at least one of the end 
of said poles composed of a material which functions 
substantially as a high dielectric to ac electric ?elds and 
substantially as a conductor to substantially dc electric 
?elds emanating from said pole, said separation means 
con?gured to allow said transmission of ions and to 

8 
shield them during said transmission at least in part 
from the substantially dc electric ?elds. 

2. A method in accordance with claim 1, wherein 
said material which is providing said shielding during 

5 said transmission of the ions has a dielectric constant 
of between about 1 and 50, a magnetic permeability of 
between about 1 and 1,000, and a resistivity in excess 
of about 105 ohm-cm but not so high as to be unable ef 
fectively to conduct away current caused by ions strik 
ing the material during said transmission of ions. 

3. A method in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
?eld separation means is located proximate the en 
trance end of said poles for the receipt and said shield 
ing of ions transmitted into the mass ?lter. 

4. A method in accordance with claim 1 wherein said 
?eld separation means is located near the exit end of 
said poles for said shielding of ions transmitted from 
the pole structure of the mass ?lter. 

5. In a method for improving the ef?ciency of injec 
tion and/or transmission of ions passing through quad 
rupole mass filters which comprises the steps of pro 
ducing ions and transmitting ions into, through and 
from the region between the poles of the quadrupole 
mass ?lter, the improvement comprising the use of field 
separation means placed at at least one end of the mass 
filter pole structure, said ?eld separation means being 
composed of material which functions substantially as 
a high dielectric to the ac fields and substantially as a 
conductor to the substantially dc fields of the mass fil 
ter, said ?eld separation means configured to permit 
said transmission of ions and to shield the ions in said 
transmission at least in part from said substantially dc 
?elds, the geometries of the arrangement being such as 
to make the ac fringe ?elds at a given relative field 
strength in space extend relatively farther away from 
the ends of the mass ?lter than the dc fringe fields 
wherein the relative fringe ?eld strength is defined as 
the strength of the ?eld at a given point divided by the 
strength of the corresponding ?eld within the mass fil 
ter electrode structure. 
_ 6. A method in accordance with claim 5 wherein said 
?eld separation means providing said shielding for ions 
is placed at the entrance of the mass filter pole struc 
ture. 

7. A device for improving the efficiency of injection 
and/or transmission ofions passing through quadrupole 
mass ?lters, comprising a tube of material inserted 
from at, least one of the ends of the pole electrode 
structure of the mass ?lter along the axis and into the 
space between the four electrodes of the mass ?lter 
whereby ions passing through said space transit 
through said tube, the end of said tube directed away 
from the »mass ?lter being electrically connected to 
ground, said material of the tube being such that it 
functions substantially as a high dielectric to the ac 
?elds and substantially as an electrical conductor to the 
substantially dc ?elds of the mass ?lter. 

8. A device in accordance with claim 7 wherein said 
tube is inserted into the entrance end into said space 
between the four electrodes of the mass filter. 

9. A device in accordance with claim 7 wherein said 
tube is substantially cylindrical in form. 

10. A device in accordance with claim 7 wherein said 
tube is substantially in the form of a truncated cone. 

11. A device in accordance with claim 7 wherein said 
material is a leaky dielectric which has a dielectric con 
stant of between about 1 and 50, a resistivity in excess 
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of about 105 ohm-cm but not so high as to be unable to 
conduct away any ion current which may strike the ma-' 
terial and a magnetic permeability between 1 and 
1,000. 

12. A device in accordance with claim 11 wherein 
said material is a homogeneous ferrite. 

13. A device for improving the efficiency of injection 
and/or transmission of ions passing through quadrupole 
mass filters, the device comprising ?eld separation 
means substantially in the shape of a cone. of material 
with an opening therethrough for the transit of ions 
passing through the mass filter, said cone being charac 
terized in that it acts substantially as a dielectric to ac 
?elds and substantially as electrical conductor to dc 
?elds of the mass ?lter, the smaller end of said ?eld 
separation means being located near at least one end of 
said quadrupole mass ?lter electrode structure, and a 
circuit means being provided for electrically grounding 
said field separation means. 

14. A device in accordance with claim 13 wherein 
said material is a leaky dielectric which is characterized 
by having a dielectric constant of between about 1 and 
50, a resistivity in excess of about 105 ohm-cm but not 
so high that it is unable effectively to conduct away ion 
currents that might strike the material and a magnetic 
permeability of between about 1 and 1,000. 

15. A device in accordance with claim 14 wherein 
said end comprises the entrance end into the quadru 
pole mass ?lter electrode structure. 
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16. A device for improving the ef?ciency of injection 

and/or transmission of ions passing through a quadru 
pole mass ?lter, said device comprising at four pieces 
of material which are symmetrically disposed about the 
axis of the mass ?lter adjacent at least one end of the 
quadrupole mass ?lter electrode structure to receive 
between the ions that travel through the mass ?lter, 
said pieces of material being characterized by function 
ing substantially as a conductor to the substantially dc 
?elds and a high dielectric to the ac fields of the mass 
?lter whereby said pieces of material comprise means 

_ which cause the ac fringe ?elds of the mass ?lter to ex 
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tend relatively farther away from at least one end of the 
mass ?lter than the dc fringe ?elds, a grounded circuit 
connected to said pieces of material to conduct away 
current caused by ions striking said pieces of material. 

17. A device in accordance with claim 16 wherein 
said material is homogeneous. - . 

18. A device in accordance with claim 16 wherein 
said material is a leaky dielectric which is characterized 
by having dielectric constant in the range of about 1 
and 50, resistivity in excess of 105 ohm-cm but not so 
high that it it is unable effectively to conduct away cur 
rent caused by ions striking the pieces of material and 
a magnetic permeability in the range of about 1 and 
1,000. 

19. A device in accordance with claim 18 wherein 
said material is a ferrite. 
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